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When science faces ultimates questions and fails, as perhaps it will always fail, 
to verify its own hypotheses, inevitably it spills over into myth. Thus it is in Capra 
when he considers the mystery animating the universe, and thus it is in Prigogine as 
he attempts to foresee its destiny. Myths are not holidays of the mind but, as we 
know from the Neapolitan philosopher, true fables. Not because they reflect and ex-
plain the truth of things, but because they give reality and a voice, and hence truth, 
to the secret hidden inside us and in what w do, to the needs and expectations that 
motivate our being present in the world, which is what our life consists in and what 
it takes a meaning from. 

The origin and first steps of man are one of the truths that palaeontological and 
anthropological sciences face every day. The myth that since their birth has marked 
their progress ha been summed up by scholars in this sphere in the at once lumines-
cent and murky formula: ex oriente lux. A sentence which is enlightening on one 
hand because it shows up the close connection between mythic thought and the con-
crete aspects of sensory experience, but at the same time obscure because, as often 
happens in myth, it ends up by asserting a specular representation of the events it re-
fers to. It has the strenght of "universality" and "evidence". Every day for everyone 
the sun is born in the orient. Hence from the orient light and life come. Hence it is 
also from the orient that men and civilisation came. This is the hypothesis that nec-
essarily had to triumph and indeed has triumphed, at least starting from two centu-
ries ago, that is to say from the time when man considered the problem of his own 
genesis in scientific terms. Thus it was for the palaecoechnologists and lingists of 
the nineteenth century. Besides, those were the days of triumphant exoticism: the 
heritage of a western cultural tradition, starting from the myth of the noble savage 
and symbolic foreigners, that sought itself elsewhere, projecting its identity into oth-
ers. This was a predilection, a vogue for the exotic, that was boosted by the study of 
the classics of ancient India and by the first discoveries regarding the great artistic 
and monumental patrimony of Mesopotamian civilisations. 

As often happens, if not always, there were also political motivations. This was 
the time of the Austro-Hungarian Empire and hte kingdom of Prussia, of the tri-
umph of German culture, whose allegd cultural superiority was said to descend pre-
cisely from those peoples that came from the east, who were supposed to have origi-
nated European civilisation. It was the time, precisely, when the Indo-European 
myth being esablished - that is to say, the alleged existence of a people, the Aryans,


